THE KEY TO MAXIMIZING YOUR FUNGICIDE PROGRAM

BLOCKER® is a non-systemic fungicide that BLOCKS the progression of disease by inhibiting lipid and membrane synthesis of the fungi, and by halting the sporulation process.

Thanks to this unique mode of action, BLOCKER stops the disease in its tracks. This makes BLOCKER the ideal foundation fungicide for soil-borne and foliar disease control programs, allowing growers to get better performance from applications of other fungicides, while helping preserve their usefulness within a resistance management program.

THE BLOCKER EFFECT
As a stand-alone product, BLOCKER is a dependable option for BLOCKING the advancement of disease through its anti-sporulation and multi-site modes of action. BLOCKER controls tough diseases like Black Scurf (Rhizoctonia) and Clubroot, among others.

The performance of BLOCKER has been proven over the last 50 years, without the development of resistance of any kind. This is a claim few fungicides can make. But the benefits of BLOCKER don’t stop there.

BLOCKER truly shines when used as the foundation for a preventative disease management program. With its different mode of action, BLOCKER serves as a complement to other products on the market, helping the entire fungicide program perform better.

Growers who use BLOCKER as a foundation on every acre not only see improved performance from their entire disease control program, but they take the first step in reducing the probability of resistance that can, and does, develop more quickly with newer fungicides. By doing this, growers achieve disease control and, as part of a resistance management program, preserve important fungicide options for years to come. The disease control benefits of BLOCKER are continually being discovered as it is used in conjunction with other fungicides in the marketplace.

Backed by the expertise and support of the AMVAC team, growers who chose to include BLOCKER in their disease control program consistently achieve yield and quality improvements, and clearly understand the correlation between disease management and a better crop.

For more information on BLOCKER and how it can fit in your disease management program, contact your retailer or local AMVAC representative. To learn more about the entire AMVAC portfolio, visit our website at www.amvac-chemical.com.
MORE THAN A FUNGICIDE
BLOCKER is a lipid and membrane synthesis inhibitor that BLOCKS sporulation.

FOUNDATION PRODUCT
BLOCKER improves the performance of other fungicides and, when used as the foundation of every fungicide program, growers will see improved disease control.

RESISTANCE MANAGEMENT
With no known resistance, BLOCKER helps preserve other fungicides in growers’ disease management tool boxes.

NEW FORMULATION
The new BLOCKER formulation is easy to handle, putting the focus on performance.

DISEASES CONTROLLED BY BLOCKER
• RHIZOCTONIA DISEASES
• WHITE MOLD (SUPPRESSION)
• BLACK DOT (SUPPRESSION)
• CLUBROOT (COLE CROPS)

Recommended rates vary due to crop and application method. Best results are achieved when BLOCKER is used as part of a preventative program following specified rates and application directions. Be sure to check the product label or talk with your professional crop advisor for a specific recommendation for your crop.